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Opinion
ORDER
This matter is before the Court for consideration of a "Petition
to Revoke the Settlement" filed by Michael Henry Smith.
Smith contends that the defendants in this action have failed
to comply with Section VI, subsection A, of the Settlement
Agreement in this action. [*3] Smith asserts that he is a
member of the class protected by this Settlement Agreement.
As relief, the petitioner seeks for this Court to revoke the
Settlement Agreement. The petitioner sets forth the following:
What I am looking for is for this Honorable Court to
monitor the actions so far and to take action against
the defendants and to grant whatever relief is deemed
necessary.Petition at p. 5.
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
SUBSECTION A

SECTION

VI

AND
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Section VI of the Settlement Agreement deals with
give me more information about the problem which
"Resolving Inmate Disputes Concerning the Telephone."
you encountered; therefore, I might ascertain if it is a
Subsection A of Section VI is set forth as follows:
refundable issue or not.The response is signed by
Mr. Marvin Orange.
The Bureau of Prisons shall permit inmates to use
On December 19, 1996, the petitioner submitted a second BPthe Administrative Remedy process, which is
9 to Mr. Orange. In that matter the petitioner set forth his
presently described in 28 C.F.R., part 542, or its
petition as follows:
successor, to resolve disputes concerning their
telephone privileges, access, accounts, and
I have been having a sporadic problem with the
service.Settlement Agreement, at p. 13.
phones in D-2 and that problem is that the phone
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
rings on the other end and I hear it ringing but when
the other party answers they cannot hear me and I
The following is a summation and/or construation of the
cannot hear them. All either party hears is a clicking
factual allegations underlying the petitioner's claim.
sound. I can switch phones and call back and contact
the party. the [sic] calls will show up on my phone
At some unspecified time, the petitioner allegedly made an
account as completed but less [*6] than one minute
unspecified number of phone calls to an unspecified number.
and then redialed shortly there-after for a full
The petitioner [*4] asserts that those phone calls were
conversation. They should be very easy to detect
technically completed to a connection but a mechanical noise
because they will all be less than one minute and the
was the response. He asserts that he was charged a 25 cent
reconnection will be shortly there-after on another
connection fee, presumably for each of those calls, although
phone or that phone. The logic being that I didn't
the noise made him unable to communicate. The petitioner
contact them and then hang up just to redial them
began an effort to retrieve the 25 cent connection fees he had
later on another phone. If you need confirmation that
been charged for those calls. First, on or about October 29,
there was no conversation, just have the Lt.s [sic]
1996, he personally submitted a BP-9 to Mr. Ford. Ford
office send you the tapes for those calls. I believe
allegedly submitted it in the petitioner's presence to the CMS
that the problem is in the monitoring system.
staff to have the phone system checked for mechanical flaws.
Originally I gave the first cop out to Mr. Ford since
Allegedly, Mr. Ford never responded to that BP-9.
you were not here that day. He gave the cop out to
the CMS to investigate the problem and they never
On November 29, 1996, the petitioner then submitted a
returned the cop out to me or Mr. Ford. I sent the
second BP-9 in which he alleges that roughly ten days after
second one to Mr. Ford since I had not heard back on
his original telephone difficulties on phone # 31, he had the
the first one and this was a continuation of a problem
same problem on phone # 32. He alleges that both phones #
that he was already aware of.
31 and # 32 malfunctioned while he was dialing 334-6660779. The petitioner suggested that the problem was the fault
Last night on phone # 32 I had the same problem
of a malfunctioning monitor on phones # 31 and # 32. The
twice calling (205) 459-2800 and (334) 473-1981.
petitioner further set forth that he made two unsuccessful
This mess has cost me several dollars lately. Not
"back to back" attempts, then changed phones and got
every time I can get to another phone and then not
through.
In
the
margin
of
this
request
the
every time will a redial fix the problem.
petitioner [*5] suggests that on December 1, 1996, he
Please go through my phone account and credit me
experienced an additional alleged malfunctioning of the
for all of those calls that [*7] are less than one
telephones. The petitioner sought credit for all of his allegedly
minute where I did not get a connection with the
unsuccessfully connected phone calls which resulted from an
party.Exhibit attached to petition.
allegedly malfunctioning phone system.
A response dated December 6, 1996, was submitted, which
sets forth:
This is the only request that I have received
concerning this matter. I have checked your call
records and I find nothing unusual. Please

On January 6, 1997, Marvin Orange responded to the
petitioner's BP-9 by saying that the calls made on
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December 18, 1996, would be researched; that to do so would Smith committed the prohibited act and sanctioned Smith
take several days; and that he would try to have an answer by with 20 hours of extra duty.
Friday, January 10, 1997. Additionally, Mr. Orange explained
Smith complains that all action on his October,
to the petitioner:
November [*9]
and December BP-9's has ceased. The
petitioner asserts that the BP-9's he submitted were
You must provide specific times and dates for any
sufficiently specific to provide the information necessary to
other calls that you experienced a problem with. We
trace the calls, that the incident report is specious, that there
cannot
research
the
calls
without
that
was no answering machine he was speaking to, and that the
information.Petition at attached exhibit.
incident report was wholly unwarranted and the conclusions
On January 10, 1997, the petitioner was charged with an wholly unsupported by the evidence.
incident report, allegedly for "Lying to a Staff Member." In
the section for description of incident, the incident report Additionally, Smith complains that his sanction will be
immediately imposed and effectuated prior to such time as he
reads:
can appeal it through the administrative remedy procedure.
On January 10, 1997, at approximately 12:45 p.m.,
Finally, the petitioner complains that he will have to forego
the Trust Fund Supervisor concluded an
pursuing his administrative remedies regarding the alleged
investigation into an Inmate Request to Staff
phone malfunctions and inappropriate connection charges if
Member written by Michael Smith, 04325-003. In
he seeks to appeal his allegedly specious incident report
the request Smith asked for a refund for several
because he is permitted only one administrative remedy issue
telephone calls. He stated that there was a problem
at a time.
with the Inmate Telephone System (ITS). He
described the problem as an inability to hear, by
ANALYSIS
himself [*8] and the party which he called.
Research into his claim reveals Smith reached an
To the extent the petitioner relies on Section VI, Subsection
answering machine, as verified by ITS staff listening
A, of the Settlement Agreement to challenge an incident
to a recording of calls to the numbers which Smith
report, it is clear that the scope of the Settlement Agreement
identified as problematic. While listening, ITS staff
does not envision this court resolving allegations of due
heard Smith responding as if he knew that it was a
process violations with regard to disciplinary matters
recording that he had reached. He responded as if to
involving the veracity or credibility [*10] of an inmate's
leave a message on the recipient's answering
claim that he is owed refunds for alleged malfunctioning
machine. In the past, Smith has requested refunds for
connections regarding specific calls. Clearly, the provisions of
reaching an answering machine, as evidenced by the
the Settlement Agreement are designed for this court to
attached Inmate Request to Staff Member dated July
entertain general matters regarding privileges, access,
15, 1996. In the response, also attached, Smith was
accounts and service. The provision of the Settlement
made aware that the ITS will not issue a refund when
Agreement relied upon was not drafted so as to permit this
an inmate reaches an answering machine. Smith,
court to usurp jurisdiction over any matter remotely connected
aware that refunds would not be made for reaching a
to telephone use. Consequently, as the petitioner's claim does
recording, told a lie about having a problem with the
not fall within the scope of the Settlement Agreement, the
system. His lying is an attempt to get money from
petitioner's claim should be dismissed without prejudice to his
the government that the government does not owe
right to bring it as a separate Bivens action in the court having
him.Petition at attached exhibit.
appropriate jurisdiction.
The reporting employee is Marvin Orange. The disciplinary
hearing officers, S. Gibson and Helene Vivian, found that

This the 11 day of February, 1997.
HENRY R. WILHOIT, JR., JUDGE

